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Magnetochiral scattering of light: Optical manifestation of chirality
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We have investigated multiple scattering of light in systems subject to magnetochiral~MC! effects. Our
medium consists of magneto-optically active dipoles placed in a chiral geometry under the influence of an
external magnetic field. We have calculated the total and the differential scattering MC cross sections of this
system, explicitly showing that they are proportional topseudoscalarquantities. This provides an optical
measure for the degree of chirality, a pseudoscalarg, of an arbitrary geometrical configuration of scatterers
based on its scattering properties. We have calculatedg for some simple chiral systems and we have even used
it to probe the degree of optical chirality of random systems. Finally, we have comparedg with other recently
defined chiral measures in literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The breaking of fundamental symmetries of nature ma
fests itself in various optical phenomena and is essentia
our understanding of the interaction between light and co
plex matter. One well-known example is the natural opti
activity discovered by Arago in 1811, a nonlocal optical r
sponse in media that have broken mirror symmetry, nam
chiral media. Another example is the magnetically induc
optical activity, first observed by Faraday in 1846@1# and
associated with the breaking of time-reversal symmetry b
magnetic field. Although physically distinct, the two effec
manifest themselves quite similarly in homogeneous me
as a rotation of the linear polarization of light. This rese
blance has motivated numerous works, pioneered by Pas
@2#, to search for a link between optical activity and t
Faraday effect, but in vain. The existence of an optical eff
providing such a link is only allowed to occur under cond
tions where both mirror and time-reversal symmetries
simultaneously broken. The cross effect between natural
magneto-optical activity is called themagnetochiral~MC!
effectand was first predicted in 1962@3#, followed by studies
in crystalline materials@4#. The MC effect was later again
predicted independently several times@5–9#, both for ab-
sorption and for refraction.

In order to deduce the MC effect in homogeneous a
isotropic media, let us consider the propagation of light w
wave vectork through a magneto optically active chiral m
dium with dielectric tensor« under the influence of a stati
magnetic fieldB. Expanding« to first order ink andB, we
have@4#

« i j ~v,k,B!5«~v!d i j 1a~v!i e i j l kl1b~v!i e i j l Bl

1g~v!~B•k!d i j , ~1!

wheree i jk is the Levi-Civitàtensor,v/2p is the optical fre-
quency, anda and b are associated with the natural an
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magneto-optical activity, respectively. The last term of E
~1! describes the MC effect in homogeneous and isotro
media. It is important to point out some of the major featu
related to this effect. First, it depends on the relative ori
tation of k andB. Secondly, the effect has opposite sign f
the two different chiral enantiometers. Finally, it is indepe
dent of the state of polarization of light. Aside from its fun
damental value for the understanding of the interaction
tween light and matter and the underlying symme
principles that govern it, the MC effect in absorption h
been suggested to be at the origin of the homochirality of
@10#, since it allows enantioselective photochemistry in
magnetic field with unpolarized light@11#. Unfortunately, the
magnitude of the molecular MC effect is very weak~typi-
cally of the order of 1026) since it can be regarded, as di
cussed above, as a cross effect between two already s
effects, the natural and magneto optical activity. That is w
the MC effect has only been reported recently: in absorpt
by Rikken and Raupach@12#, and in refraction by Kleindi-
enst and Wagnie`re @13# and by Valletet al. @14#. The electri-
cal analog of the MC effect was also recently reported@15#.

In the present paper, we study the MC effect inscattering
of light. We have investigated multiple light scattering b
magneto-optically active scatterers distributed in a ch
configuration under the influence of an external magne
field. This approach is completely different from the trad
tional molecular one that has been employed to model
MC effect @5–9,16#. Multiple light scattering has been stud
ied for scatterers exhibiting rotatory power@17#. In our
model magnetochirality is acollectiveeffect built up by mul-
tiple scattering. One single scatterer does not exhibit M
effects since it is not made of a material that is natural o
cally active. However, an assembly of magneto-optically
tive particles distributed in a chiral configuration should ge
erate MC effects since in such a system both mirror a
time-reversal symmetry are broken.

In order to investigate how scattering is affected by t
MC effect, we have calculated the differential and the to
cross sections for a system composed of an arbitrary num
of magneto-optically active scatterers in a magnetic field.
have investigated if these quantities are sensitive to the

nic
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gree of chirality associated with the geometrical configu
tion of the scatterers in space, and have concluded that
tering in MC media constitutes an optical manisfestation
chirality, in addition to the well-known rotatory power. A
optical parameter is introduced to quantify the chirality a
sociated with the spatial geometry, which we have calcula
for some simple chiral systems. We have also employed
parameter to probe the chirality of random systems, wh
are in general chiral. Finally, we have compared it to recen
defined chiral measures in literature@18–20#.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
explain how to quantify chirality and we explore this conce
to define an optical chiral parameter based on the scatte
properties of MC media. In Sec. III we calculate this para
eter for the simplest chiral geometry, the so called ‘‘twist
H,’’ whereas in Sec. IV we employ it to quantify the degr
of chirality of random scattering systems. Finally, in Sec.
we summarize the main results of this paper.

II. MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN MAGNETOCHIRAL
MEDIA

There are several scattering systems eligible for MC
fects. The most obvious of them could be a system compo
of an assembly of MC scatterers~i.e., made of a materia
exhibiting both the Faraday effect and natural optical ac
ity!. In order to study such a system, one should know p
cisely how an individual MC object scatters light. Mat
ematically, this means that the scatteringT matrix of this
object should be known. However, to our knowledge,
calculation exists for such aT matrix. Alternatively, it is
possible to generate the MC effect in scattering systems
considering magneto-optically active scatterers distribute
chiral geometries. This is the kind of system that will
treated in the present work. Before we describe the li
scattering properties of such a system, it is instructive
examine some general considerations about chirality it
and how one can quantify the degree of chirality associa
with an arbitrary object or a distribution of scatterers
space. Afterward, we will discuss how a chiral configurati
of scatterers affects the properties of the light scattered
MC media.

A. What is chirality and how can we quantify it?

By definition, a chiral object is an object whose mirr
image cannot be rotated to coincide with itself. It can
readily seen that this implies having at least four particles
the system to be chiral. A three-particle system is necess
achiral since it is always contained in a plane, which is
tomatically its mirror plane.

Recent work has addressed the problem of whether ch
ity can be quantified or measured, in much the same way
one can quantify the degree of order of a ferromagnet.
spite the ubiquity of chirality in nature~almost all arbitrary
microscopic and macroscopic objects are chiral, from D
to a piece of rock! and the important role played by chiralit
in several areas of research, from pharmaceutics to liq
crystals@21# and to the origin of life@10#, only recently has
real progress been made. One of the first attempts to es
01660
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lish a quantitative measure of chirality is due to Gilat@22#.
Osipovet al. @23# developed a molecular measure of chira
ity based on the behavior of the response functions that c
acterize molecular optical activity. Harriset al. @18–20# pro-
posed an elegant way, based on group theory, to measur
degree of chirality exhibited by a geometric object. Th
constructed a variety of rotationally invariant pseudosca
and applied them to quantify the degree of chirality of m
ecules of arbitrary shape, showing how these parame
govern a particular observable, such as the pitch of a cho
teric liquid crystal@18–20# and the optical rotatory powe
@24#.

The choice for a chiral ‘‘order’’ parameter is not uniqu
@19#, but must always be a pseudoscalarinvariant under ro-
tations. This last fact guarantees that no rotation of the obj
exists that maps the mirror image of a chiral object on
itself.

In what follows, we will describe the scattering properti
of an assembly of magneto-optically active dipoles in a m
netic field.

B. Scattering by magneto-optically active particles

In our model, we deal with dielectricpointlike magneto-
optical scatterers~i.e., radiative dipoles much smaller tha
the wavelength of light! located in vacuum. This model en
ables us to find exactly all scattering properties~i.e., the off
shell T matrix! of any number of scatterers in analytic for
and without any further approximation. This model exhib
a scattering resonance, where the scattering cross section
single scattering reaches its maximum value. The 333 T
matrix for a single scattering, up to first order in the ma
netic fieldB, takes the form@25#

t~B,v!5t0U1t1F, ~2!

whereU is the unit matrix andF is the antisymmetric Her-
mitian tensorF i j 5 i e i jk B̂k . The parametert0 is the ordinary
Rayleigh T matrix, t0524pGv2/(v0

22v222iGv3/3c0),
v0 being the resonance frequency andG the resonance line
width. The parameter t1, defined as t1

52mkt0
2/6p „where m[@9A«/(«21)2(ka)3#VB/k,V be-

ing the Verdet constant of the scatterer,a its radius, andk
5v/c0…, is related to the Faraday rotation inside the parti
@25#. The knowledge of the single scatteringT matrix in Eq.
~2! allows us to obtain the total 3N33N T matrix of an
assembly ofN magneto-optical scatterers situated at the
sitions r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rN :

Tk,k85S eik•r1

:

eik•rN

D *

t•~U2G•t!21
•S eik8•r1

:

eik8•rN

D , ~3!

wherek and k8 are, respectively, the incident and the sc
tered wave vectors, anduk8u5uku5k. The elements of the
3N33N G matrix are equal to the Green functions calc
lated from the relative positions of the scatterers@26#:
7-2
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GNM5H 2
exp~ ikr NM!

4pr NM
H @U2 r̂NMr̂NM#2S 1

ikr NM
1

1

~krNM!2D @U23r̂NMr̂NM#J for NÞM ,

0 for N5M .

~4!
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The set of Eqs.~3! forms a system of linear equations th
determines the electric field scattered by the magneto-op
particles, and its solution requires the diagonalization of
3N33N scattering matrix@27#:

M ~k![t~k!•@U2G~k!•t~k!#21. ~5!

We have modified the numerical code developed by Ru
and Orlowski@27# in order to diagonalize the scattering m
trix M (k) in Eq. ~5! for Faraday active scatterers. This pr
vides the scattered field amplitude for particles distributed
an arbitrary spatial configuration:

f ~sk→s8k8!5gs* •f~k→k8!•gs8

with

f~k→k8!5(
NM

MNMexp~ ik•rN!exp~2 ik8•r M !, ~6!

wheregs andgs8 are, respectively, the incident and scatter
polarization vectors~expressed in the circular polarizatio
basis! and the sum is performed over all scatterers. Since
Faraday effect is a small perturbation to the scattering,
will expandf linearly in the magnetic field,f5f01f1, with f1

given by

f1~k→k8,B!52
k

4p
a~B! (

NMN8
~M0

NM
•F•M0

MN8!

3exp~ ik•rN!exp~2 ik8•rN8!, ~7!

where the dimensionless quantitya(B)[(VB/G)(c0 /v0)2

measures the strength of the magnetic field andM0 is the 3
33 scattering matrix forB50. For an atom subject to th
Zeeman effect,a(B) is typically the ratio between the Zee
man splitting and the resonance linewidth@28#. The corre-
spondingmagneto extinction cross sectionsext

1 (B,k), linear
in the magnetic field and integrated over all scattered ang
can be obtained from the optical theorem@29#:

sext
1 ~B,k!52

1

k
Im(

s
f 1~sk→sk!

5
a~B!

4p
Im (

NMN8
Tr~M0

NM
•F•M0

MN8
•Dk!

3exp@ ik•~rN2rN8!#, ~8!

where (Dk) i j [d i j 2kikj /k2 is the projector upon the spac
of transverse polarization, normal tok. Notice that we have
traced over polarization, which means that the Faraday e
itself cancels and that only MC effects remain. Equation~8!
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can be regarded as the magneto dichroism of the mult
scattering system, associated with the energy removed f
the incident beam due the application of an external m
netic field.

Until now, nothing was said about how the light scatteri
properties of magneto-optically active particles are affec
by the chiral configuration and, more important, how the
properties can be related to a measure of the degree of ch
ity. We recall that any chiral measure must be rotationa
invariant. This implies that we must perform an average o
all solid rotations in the expression~8! for sext

1 (B,k) in order
to estimate magneto-optical chirality. The angularly averag
magneto extinction cross section in MC media must nec
sarily have the form

^sext
1 ~B,k!&4p5ga~B!~B̂• k̂!, ~9!

where g is some pseudoscalar and the angular brack
^•••&4p denote the average over all solid rotations. This
mathematically equivalent to an average over the vectork
and B with fixed mutual orientation. Equation~9! is mani-
festly rotationally invariant and obeys the two fundamen
symmetry relations~parity and reciprocity! in MC media, as
can be easily verified. Using Eqs.~8! and~9!, we can writeg
as

g[
1

4p
Im (

NMN8
^Tr~M0

NM
•Fk•M0

MN8
•Dk!

3exp~ ik•rNN8!&kP4p , ~10!

where rNN8[rN82rN and (Fk) i lm5 i e i lmkm . Notice that,
since M0

NM depend only on the positions of the scattere

$rN% and not onk̂, they will not be affected by the averag
Consequently, the term in the angular brackets in Eq.~10!

involves an average of the type^k̂(12 k̂k̂)exp(ik•r )&kP4p ,
which can be obtained analytically as

^ k̂i~d jk2 k̂ j k̂k!exp~ ik•r !&kP4p

5 i r̂ id jk j 1~kr !2 i @ r̂ id jk1 r̂ jd ik1 r̂ kd i j #
j 2~kr !

kr

1 i j 3~kr ! r̂ i r̂ j r̂ k , ~11!

where j n(x) is the spherical Bessel function of the first kin
and of ordern. In addition, since (M0

NM) i j 5(M0
MN) j i , we

have Tr(M0
NM

•Fk•M0
MN8)52Tr(M0

N8M
•Fk•M0

MN). As a
result, the terms withN5N8 in the sum of Eq.~10! vanish.
Consequently, we can simplify Eq.~10! to
7-3
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g5
1

2p
Im (

N8,N,M

i ^Tr~M0
NM

•Fk•M0
MN8

•Dk!

3sin~k•rNN8!&kP4p . ~12!

This clearly represents a pseudoscalar, since under a m
operation$rN% and M0($rN%) transform asrN→2rN and
M0($rN%)→M0($2rN%)5M0($rN%). Inserting Eq.~11! into
Eq. ~12!, it follows that

g5
1

2p
Re (

N8,N,M

Tr~M0
NM

•Fr̂NN8
•M0

MN8!

3F j 1~krNN8!2
j 2~krNN8!

krNN8
G

1~ r̂NN8•M0
NM

•Fr̂NN8
•M0

MN8
• r̂NN8!
e
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j 3~krNN8!. ~13!

The second observable of interest is the angular distr
tion of the light scattered by all particles. With this purpos
we have calculated the differential magneto cross section
ear inB,(ds1/dV)(sk→s8k8,B), using the relation

ds

dV
~sk→s8k8,B!

5
u f 0~sk→s8k8!1 f 1~sk→s8k8,B!u2

~4p!2
, ~14!

where f 0(sk→s8k8) is the scattering field amplitude inde
pendent ofB. Using Eq.~7! to calculatef 1(sk→s8k8) and
inserting the resulting expression into Eq.~14! one obtains,
after summing over outgoing polarization and after aver
ing over incident polarization,
ds1

dV
522

ka~B!

~4p!3
Re (

NN8LML8
Tr~Dk•M0

NN8
•Dk8•M0*

ML8
•F•M0*

LM !exp@2 ik•rNL1 ik8•rN8L8#. ~15!
-
i.e.,
l
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Since we are interested in scattering quantities sensitiv
chirality, we will again perform an average of the scattere
positions over all rotations in Eq.~15!, as we did for the total
MC cross section. The calculation of the angularly avera
differential cross section linear inB ^ds1/dV(sk
→s8k8,B)&4p implies the construction of a rotationally in
variant scalar from the three vectorsB, k, andk8. It can be
verified that the only possible form for̂ds1/dV(sk
→s8k8,B)&4p obeying parity and reciprocity relations is

K ds1

dV
~sk→s8k8,B!L

4p

5H~k•k8!B•~k3k8!1C~k•k8!B•~k1k8!, ~16!

where H(k•k8) is a scalar representing the photonic H
effect @30# whereasC(k•k8) is a pseudoscalar associat
with the MC effect. We can thus explicitly obtain an expre
sion for the functionC(k•k8) using Eq.~15! and by putting
B̂5 k̂ in Eq. ~16!.

In the following, we will numerically calculateg and
^ds1/dV(sk→s8k8,B)&4p .

III. SCATTERING CHIRAL MEASURES
FOR THE TWISTED H

The ‘‘twisted H,’’ depicted in Fig. 1, has the convenie
property that its chirality depends in a simple way on t
angle g between its arms. In Fig. 2 we have numerica
calculated the parameterg in Eq. ~13! for four magneto-
optically active pointlike scatterers placed at the vertices
the twisted H as a function of the angleg for two different
to
’

d

l

-

f

values of the wavelengthl of the incident light. Each scat
terer was set on resonance with the incident radiation,
we setl5l0. In addition,g was normalized by the norma
extinction cross section of the system, which, for the set
parameters used here, can be adequately approximate
s05Ns r ~whereN54 ands r53l0

2/2p is the on resonance
extinction cross section for one scatterer! since we are in the
independent scattering regime. In Fig. 2 we see thatg exhib-
its an oscillatory behavior as a function of the angleg and
vanishesexactly at the configurations for which the H
achiral. These configurations correspond to the anglesg
5np/2, with n integer. If the value of the incident wave
length is modified, the dependence ofg on g changes, as one
can see in Fig. 2, butg still vanishes at the same angles. F
different values of the wavelengthl,g may also vanish at

FIG. 1. Four scatterers located at the vertices of the simp
chiral geometry: the so called ‘‘twisted H.’’ The coordinates of t
scatterers are@6(r /2)cos(g/2),6(r /2)sin(g/2),6d/2#.
7-4
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other values ofg, but the zeros required by symmetry~at the
achiral configurations! remain unchanged. For compariso
we show by a dotted line the chiral parameterc;sin(2g) for
the twisted H proposed by Harriset al. @18–20# which, for
the set of valueskr52.0 andkd56.0, nicely follows our
optical parameterg.

In Fig. 3, we have numerically calculated the different
MC cross section averaged over all solid rotatio
^ds1/dV(sk→s8k8,B)&4p , for the ‘‘twisted H’’ as a func-
tion of the angleg and for the particular case wherek'B
andk'k8. We observe again its oscillatory dependence og
and, like g, its cancellation for achiral configurations. Th

FIG. 2. The on resonance optical chiral parameterg plotted as a
function of the angleg between the ‘‘twisted H’’ arms. The solid
curve corresponds to the valueskr52.0 andkd56.0 ~with k the
light wave number!. The dashed curve corresponds to the valu
kr53.0 andkd54.0. The dotted curve presents the chiral para
eterc;sin(2g) introduced in Refs.@18–20#. g was normalized by
s05Ns r , whereN54 ands r53l0

2/2p.

FIG. 3. The on resonance magnetochiral differential scatte
cross section averaged over all solid rotations,^ds1/dV(sk
→s8k8,B)&4p , plotted as a function ofg for the ‘‘twisted H’’ with
kr53.0 andkd59.0 and fork'B and k'k8 ~solid curve!. The
dotted curve presents the chiral parameterc;sin(2g) introduced in
Refs.@18–20#. ^ds1/dV(sk→s8k8,B)&4p was normalized bys0.
01660
l
,

means that the intensity of the light scattered by an assem
of magneto-optically active particles under the influence o
magnetic field can also be regarded as an optical manife
tion of the degree of chirality associated with the geometri
configuration of these scatterers in space.

In spite of its simplicity, the ‘‘twisted H’’ is an illustrative
example of a chiral system. The results presented here c
be experimentally verified by means of light scattering m
surements performed in samples composed of identical
aday active ‘‘twisted H’’ molecules dispersed in a liquid.
the single scattering regime this directly provides the opti
parametersg and ^ds1/dV (sk→s8k8,B)&4p .

In the following, we will focus our attention on multiple
scattering of light by randomly distributed particles.

IV. PROBING THE CHIRALITY OF RANDOM
SCATTERING SYSTEMS

A system composed of a large number of randomly d
tributed particles will in general be chiral. Our purpose w
be to quantify the degree of chirality of this kind of syste
using the scattering parameterg defined in Eq.~13!. We have
numerically calculatedg for 1000 different random configu
rations ofN scatterers distributed in a sphere of radiusR and
volumeV, and have studied the behavior ofg as a function of
N for two distinct situations: increasingN while keepingV
constant and increasingN while keeping the densityr
5N/V of the scatterers constant.

In Fig. 4, we show a typical histogram for the values ofg
for 1000 realizations ofN510 scatterers randomly distrib
uted in a sphere. The histogram shows a distribution cente
at the origin, as expected on the basis of the law of la
numbers. Since we have a large number of realizations of
disorder, the mirror image of any configuration is equa

s
-

g

FIG. 4. A typical histogram for the on resonance values og
associated with 1000 different realizations of the positions ofN
510 scatterers randomly distributed in a sphere of densityr con-
stant. The values ofg were normalized bys0 and the parameterz,
defined in the text, equalsz'0.01. The dotted curve corresponds
a Gaussian fit to the data, whose full width at half maximum w
used to determine the varianceDg.
7-5
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probable, so that̂g&50. We will consider the varianceDg
[A^g2&2^g&2 of g as a candidate to probe the typical d
gree of chirality of an arbitrary random configuration.

In Fig. 5, we plot the values ofDg as a function of the
number of particles distributed in a sphere withr constant.
The variancesDg were determined by taking the full widt
at half maximum of the Gaussian fit to the histograms og
for 1000 different realizations of the disorder~see Fig. 4!.
One relevant dimensionless parameter in the problem is
quantityz[4pr/k3, which is essentially the number of pa
ticles per cubic wavelength. For the value ofr chosen in Fig.
5 we havez'0.01, which means that we are in the so cal
independent scattering regime and that only the first ord
of scattering are relevant. This allows us to normalizeDg in
Fig. 5 by s05Ns r . As expected,Dg vanishes forN52,3,
since it is impossible to generate a chiral configuration w
only two or three particles. In addition, we observe that
normalized Dg increases until it reaches, for roughlyN
530 particles in the sphere, an asymptotic value of appro
matelyDg/s0'1.3531024. For comparison, we also sho
in Fig. 5 the behavior of the varianceDc of the chiral pa-
rameterc proposed by Harriset al. @18–20# as a function of
N. The comparison between the two curves in Fig. 5 clea
reveals that the two chiral measuresg andc are, statistically
speaking,proportional. The observed relation of proportion
ality betweenDg andDc is given by

Dg

s0
}

Dc

R8
l3, ~17!

showing that we can establish a correspondence betwee
optical chiral measureg and the purely geometrical on

FIG. 5. The variancesDg and Dc of the chiral parametersg
~full circles and solid line! andc ~empty squares and dotted line!,
obtained from 1000 different realizations of the disorder, as a fu
tion of the numberN of scatterers randomly distributed in a sphe
of density constant and withz'0.01 . The valuesg of were calcu-
lated on resonance and normalized bys05Ns r . In order to show
dimensionless quantities, the values ofc were multiplied byl3/R8

~wherel is the light wavelength andR is the radius of the sphere!.
This reveals the proportionality relationDg/s0}(Dc/R8)l3 be-
tweenDg andDc. To allow a better comparison betweenDg and
Dc, we have multiplied the values ofDc by an appropriate con
stant numerical factor. The lines are just a guide for the eyes.
01660
he
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the

c/R8 by multiplying the latter by the optical quantityl3.
This demonstrates that the correspondence betweeng andc
is not only valid for the ‘‘twisted H’’ case discussed in Se
III, but applies more generally to random systems.

In Fig. 6,Dg andDc are shown as a function ofN if V is
kept constant, i.e., wherer was varied. In this case,z
'0.000 25N. We observe that bothDg andDc increase lin-
early with the number of scatterers. The comparison betw
Dg andDc in Fig. 6 confirms, forV constant, the relation o
proportionality between these two chiral parameters. In or
to understand the linear dependence ofDg on N we recall
that we need at least four particles to constitute a chiral s
tem. This suggests considering the chiral parameterg as the
sum of the contributions of groups of four particles, wi
random sign but with fixed absolute valueg4. Since ^g&
50 and since (4

N) distinct forms exist to group four particle
together, we can estimate the normalizedDg as

Dg

s0
5

A^g2&
Ns r

;
1

N
AS N

4 D ~g4!2. ~18!

Taking the limit N→` and noticing by the analysis of Eq
~13! that g4;1/(kR)3, we can rewrite Eq.~18! as

Dg

s0
;

AN~N21!~N22!~N23!

N~kR!3
;

N

~kR!3
1•••;rl31•••.

~19!

This heuristic argument confirms the linear dependence
Dg on N observed in Fig. 6 for largeN. However, for larger
densities~typically for z'1) this relation is lost.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated scattering of light
magnetochiral media. In order to generate MC effects,
have studied multiple light scattering from chiral geometr
of magneto-optically active pointlike scatterers. We have c
culated the total and the differential scattering cross sect
of such media, showing that they are proportional to pseu
scalar quantities. We have concluded that light scattering

c-

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but now withN scatterers distributed in a
sphere at constant volume and withz'0.000 25N.
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MC media is sensitive to the degree of chirality exhibited
the geometrical distribution of the scatterers in the spa
This constitutes an optical manifestation of chirality, in a
dition to the well known optical rotatory power. We hav
introduced in Sec. II a parameterg to measure or to quantify
the degree of chirality of an arbitrary configuration of pa
ticles subject to MC effects, whose construction is based
the properties of light scattered by such a configuration. A
genuine MC parameter,g is linear in the external magneti
field and independent of the polarization, in contrast to
optical rotatory power. We have shown thatg is a pseudo-
scalar and vanishes for configurations composed of two
three particles, as required for any chiral measure.

In Sec. III we numerically calculatedg for scatterers
placed on the vertices of one of the simplest chiral obje
the ‘‘twisted H.’’ We showed thatg vanishes when the H is
achiral. Furthermore,g has the same sinusoidal behaviorg
pt.

01660
e.
-

n
a

e

or

s,

;sin(2g) as the chiral order parameterc defined by Harris
et al. @18–20# for the ‘‘twisted H.’’ In Sec. IV we calculated
g for N randomly distributed scatterers in a sphere of volu
V and densityr, a system which will, in general, be chira
We studied the behavior of the varianceDg as a function of
N for two distinct cases: increasingN while keepingr con-
stant and increasingN while keepingV constant, i.e., increas
ing r. We have concluded that the variancesDg andDc are
proportional.
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